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Libertarian Media from New Mexico
(not necessarily endorsed by LPNM)

Hemp TV – Tuesdays at 7 PM
myspace.com/hemp_tv

The One Party State – Wednesdays at 11 PM
Contact Lance Klafeta [ lklafeta@yahoo.com ] for details

Reeferhead – Saturdays at 6 PM
myspace.com/reeferheadtv

The Fringe Element
thefringeelement.net / postpubco.com

The LPNM's Internet Resources
Official Website – lpnm.us

LPNM Discussion – groups.yahoo.com/lpnm-discuss

Blog – lpofnm.blogspot.com

Facebook group – tinyurl.com/FB-LPNM

Myspace group – groups.myspace.com/lpnm

YouTube channel – youtube.com/lpnmchair 

Events at a Glance
Bernalillo  County  –  The  BCLP  stages  one  no-host  dinner 
meeting per month, on Thursday, 2 June, 6:00 to 8:00 PM at the 
66  Diner  (1405  Central  NE  –  see  here  for  a  Google  map: 
tinyurl.com/66diner).  Contact  Mike  Blessing  for  details  [ 
lpbcnm@gmail.com / 505-515-7015 ], or see the BCLP website 
– lpnm.us/bernalillo.

Catron County – Incoming State Chair Mike Blessing appointed 
Bruce and Elisheva Levin to form an organizing committee to 
determine the county chair. They are looking at having a meeting 
concurrent with the Restore the Constitution Rallly in Luna, NM 
on 4 July.

Otero County – Gene Crouch of Orogrande started the Otero 
County Libertarians group on FreedomConnect –

connect.freedomworks.org/node/67637 

If you live in a county with an inactive affiliate and want to 
get involved, contact the county chair. See Page 7 for a list 
of county chairs, campus contacts and Central Committee 
members.

Special Events
Central Committee Meeting, 12 June 2011

Central Committee Meeting, 11 September 2011
Central Committee Meeting, 11 December 2011

Location – Quarters BBQ at 3700 Ellison NW in Albuquerque – 
see  tinyurl.com/27rhyrn for  map  and  directions.  Caucus 
members  and  County  Chairs  are  encouraged  to  attend. 
Lunch at 12:00 PM, meeting from 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM. Agendas 
will be posted online at  the LPNM's blog – lpofnm.blogspot.com.

Other Groups to Network With
Thursday, 1 June, 5:00 – 7:00 PM: The Rio Grande Foundation 
hosts Liberty on the Rocks in Farmington at the St. Clair Winery 
(5150  East  Main  Street  –  see  here  for  a  map: 
tinyurl.com/4km8v5q) in the San Juan Room. See this page for 
details – tinyurl.com/4kufc6t.

Tuesday, 14 June, 5:00 – 7:00 PM: Friends of Capitalism will 
meet at the Rio Chama Steakhouse in Santa Fe (414 Old Santa 
Fe Trail – see here for map: tinyurl.com/4dgcxjk.) Parking will be 
at  a  premium,  please  come  early.  For  details,  contact  Jim 
McCaughey [ friendsofcapitalism@yahoo.com ].

Thursday,  16  June,  5:00  –  7:00  PM: The  Rio  Grande 
Foundation hosts Liberty on the Rocks in Albuquerque at Vivace 
(3118  Central  Ave  SE  –  see  here  for  a  Google  map: 
tinyurl.com/vivace-abqnm).  For  details,  contact  Rio  Grande 
Foundation President Paul Gessing – 

505-264-6090 / pgessing@riograndefoundation.org
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Hats Off to Marilyn Steffen!
-------- Original Message --------

Subject: county chair
Date: Wed, 11 May 2011 14:46:54
From: M. Steffen

I do the best I can here. I'm not an organizer, but I do hand out 
DVD's of Freedom to Fascism and the Citizens Rule Book by the 
hundreds and did a radio interview last year at a Silver City radio 
station and have a 23 minute copy of the show if you would like 
to have a copy. I  talked about the Constitution, Fully Informed 
Jury and Freedom Fest.

-------- Original Message Ends --------

I'd like to put this interview on the LPNM site.

I've  passed  this  on  via  email  as  well  as  sent  this  on  to  the 
National Chair, Mark Hinkle.

Posted to the LPNM blog – 

lpofnm.blogspot.com/2011/05/hats-off-to-marilyn-steffen.html 

Using the Internet
Our last Liberty Forum here in Albuquerque had twelve people in 
attendance – that's double what we had last month. That's more 
than we had in attendance at  the State Convention this year. 
See the blog entry I posted about it – 

lpofnm.blogspot.com/2011/05/lpnm-in-may-2011.html

How did we get such an improvement? I can only attribute it to 
the fact that I posted notices about it to various social-networking 
sites  on  the  internet  –  Facebook,  Myspace,  FreedomTorch, 
FreedomConnnector,  among  others,  as  well  as  sending  out 
notices  by  email,  posting  on  Craiglist,  as  well  as  Ning  sites 
where others leaning our way group together.

My point? If you want people to attend your events, you have to 
promote those events. They aren't going to set aside the time if 
they don't know about it.

Speaking of promoting your events, it helps to do so at least a 
month ahead of time. Waiting until the night before isn't going to 
do you much good – chances are you'll be one of the few who 
shows up in that case.

What does it take to promote an event like this?

Simple – settle the details – date, time, location, speakers, etc., 
in  advance.  Then write  it  up  in  a  coherent  manner  and start 
posting away.

Trouble Reading or Printing
New Mexico Liberty?

Recently I was informed of a reader having trouble printing out a 
copy of last month's issue of New Mexico Liberty. 

I  haven't  had  any  problems  at  this  end.  I'm  running  Adobe 
Acrobat Reader 9.4 here – it's probably time to upgrade to AAR 
10. If upgrading to the latest version doesn't help, contact me, 
and I'll do what I can.

Running Your Meetings
Now that you've got people interested enough to show up for 
your meetings, I assume that you want to keep them showing up 
for future events. Maybe some of them will  take things further 
and volunteer to  set  up other  events,  be speakers,  start  their 
own public-access TV shows or whatever. That's what you want 
to see happen. How to increase your chances here?

Two important ideas come to the forefront:

1. Stick to the posted agenda

2. Have interesting content

When I advocate sticking to the agenda, I  mean start on time 
and don't get sidetracked. If you have agenda items scheduled 
to start and end at specific times, make sure that you stick to that 
as much as possible. When the meeting is officially scheduled to 
end, make sure that it  does end at that time – attendees can 
hang around and socialize in the lobby or  parking lot  to their 
heart's  content,  but  you  shouldn't  hold  others  up  on  their 
account.

As for the interesting content, some factors come to mind:

• Keep it  topical. Use the current newspaper as a guide to 
what qualifies as “topical” here.

• Know your audience. Chances are that after the first one or 
two meetings, you'll have a feel for what interests them.

• Stay  on  topic.  It  doesn't  help  when  you're  addressing  a 
Second Amendment crowd to start digress into other topics, 
such as trade and foreign policy.

What about the “trolls”  and hecklers – people whom show up 
simply to cause trouble? Tell them that they're not welcome, and 
direct them to leave. If they persist, or show up at the next event 
anyway, tell the management if it's at a restaurant or club – let 
the manager worry about calling the cops.

If your group needs money to get things done, use the meeting 
as an opportunity to solicit donations from the attendees. It can 
be as simple as passing the hat. Or you can run raffles – I've 
been told that non-profit  organizations can hold two (2) raffles 
per  year,  as  per  the  New  Mexico  Statutes  Annotated.  After 
checking the NMSA at  newmexico.gov (Chapter 60, Article 2F, 
New Mexico Bingo and Raffle), I found that the State laws don't 
have much if anything to say about raffles – most of what's there 
concerns bingo and pull-tab games. See for yourself right here – 
tinyurl.com/NMSA-60-2F.
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Voice of the Chair
by Mike Blessing

[ lpnm.chair@gmail.com ] 

“One must learn by doing the thing; though you think 
you know it, you have no certainty until you try.”
– Sophocles

"Go ahead and do it, you can apologize later."
– RADM Grace Hopper, USN (Ret.)

“If we go forward, we die. If we retreat, we die. It is better 
to go forward.”
– Zulu proverb
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http://newmexico.gov/
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Without  actually  debating  the  issue  head  on,  the  concept  of 
federalism  is  back  as  a  central  focus  of  American  political 
debates.  Federalism,  at  least  as  conceived  by  the  Founding 
Fathers in the Constitution, meant that the central government in 
Washington  had  a  few,  strictly-limited  powers,  but  that  an 
overwhelming majority of what was to be done was to be left to 
the states and people.

The belief that Washington’s powers were few and limited was 
so  important  to  the  Founders  that  two  separate  amendments 
essentially  re-stated  this.  The  10th  amendment  clarifies  the 
issue, simply stating “The powers not delegated to the United 
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are 
reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.”

To say that we have strayed far from this concept over the past 
225 years or so would be an understatement. Federal policies 
now  dictate  state  actions  in  education,  health  care, 
environmental  policy,  and  a  wide  variety  of  other  regulatory 
powers (to name just a few).

None  of  the  aforementioned policy  areas  were  named in  the 
Constitution  and,  given  the  strict  limits  placed  on  federal 
activities;  it  seems  worthwhile  to  at  least  discuss  whether 
Washington has a role in these policy areas at all. But, we have 
obviously crossed that bridge in the Courts and Congress and 
now have a $14 trillion federal debt to show for it.

Rather than relying on Constitutional principles alone, it is time to 
restore federalism based on three basic, pragmatic principles:

• States can and should compete with each other and should 
provide  50  “laboratories  of  democracy”  instead  of  one 
centralized government in Washington;

• Americans can no longer rely on government debt and cost-
shifting to continue favored government programs. In other 
words, if the citizens of a given state want the government 
to provide certain goods and services, the citizens of that 
state should pay for them;

• The citizens of  New Mexico are likely to want  a  different 
government than the citizens of Maine.

Rep.  Paul  Ryan  most  recently  spurred  this  discussion  in  the 
areas of Medicaid and Medicare (so-called “entitlements) as well 
as the food stamp program. This is an important step. It is even 
more important to recognize that the block grant model worked 
(on a bi-partisan basis) in the 1990s when President Clinton and 
a Republican Congress successfully reformed welfare.

The “entitlements” are the biggest programs, but the federal role 
in  education  has  had no  positive  impact  and  federal  housing 
policies and programs in fact led to the recent housing bubble. 
These are just a few areas that would be better managed by the 
states.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

"Those fighting for free enterprise and free competition do not 
defend the interests of those rich today. They want a free hand 
left  to  unknown  men  who  will  be  the  entrepreneurs  of 
tomorrow . . . "
- Ludwig von Mises

Efficiency and responsiveness to local needs will likely improve 
under  the  federalist  model  I’ve  outlined  above,  but  the  more 
important reason for a dramatic devolution of government to the 
states is the out-of-control debt. New Mexico, like other states, 
must balance its budget every year. Unlike Washington, we can’t 
just  borrow more  money or  print  it  in  a  dangerous  economic 
game  of  “chicken.”  These  constraints  force  prioritization  and 
avoid the issue of Washington bribing us with our own money as 
is  currently  done  in  Medicaid  where  New Mexico  receives  3 
federal dollars for every 1 dollar we spend on the program.

Liberals and conservatives can and should debate the relative 
size  of  government  and  what  it  provides  in  their  respective 
states. Citizens of some states will likely want more government 
spending and higher taxes while  others would likely opt for  a 
more minimalist government. The beauty is that we could “vote 
with our feet” by moving to the place that suits us. 

Regardless of one’s preferences, both sides must agree that our 
current  situation  is  unsustainable  and  that  sticking  others  – 
whether  they live in  other  states or in  future generations – is 
simply  wrong.  Restoring  a  truly  “federal”  government  as  the 
Founders of our nation intended would resolve many of today’s 
thorniest problems.

Paul  Gessing  is  the  president  of  New  Mexico's  Rio  Grande  
Foundation. The Rio Grande Foundation is an independent, non-
partisan,  tax-exempt  research  and  educational  organization  
dedicated  to  promoting  prosperity  for  New Mexico  based  on  
principles  of  limited  government,  economic  freedom  and 
individual responsibility.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

The Law by Frederic Bastiat
See these pages – 

bastiat.org/en/the_law.html

jpfo.org/articles-assd/bastiat-the-law.htm

Also in PDF form –
jpfo.org/pdf02/bastiat-thelaw-2008.pdf  

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

"The  Democrats  are  the  ones  who  will  give  you  a  loan,  the 
Republicans are the ones who will  guarantee you a loan,  the 
Libertarians are the ones who will leave you alone."
– Cal Ludeman, Minnesota state representative
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The Indiana State Supreme Court  has just nullified the Fourth 
Amendment  and  the  equivalent  provision  of  that  state’s 
constitution,  in  addition to  “a  common law dating  back to  the 
English Magna Carta of 1215,” notes a wire service report. In a 
3–2 decision, the court has ruled that Indiana residents have no 
right to obstruct unlawful police incursions into their homes.

“We believe . . . a right to resist an unlawful police entry into a 
home is against public policy and is incompatible with modern 
Fourth Amendment jurisprudence,” wrote Justice Steven David. 
“We also find that  allowing resistance unnecessarily escalates 
the level of violence and therefore the risk of injuries to all parties 
involved without preventing the arrest.”

Actually,  the “risks” to a government-licensed bully in such an 
encounter  are  vanishingly  small.  But  we  must  remember  that 
“officer safety” is  the controlling priority in any conflict between a 
State-sanctified enforcer and a mere Mundane. This is why, as 
Professor Ivan Bodensteiner of Valparaiso University School of 
Law  observes,  “It’s  not  surprising  that  [the  court]  would  say 
there’s no right to beat the hell out of the officer.” No, that “right” 
belongs to the costumed thug; the Mundane has no choice but to 
submit to whatever invasion or injury his tax-sustained assailant 
sees fit to inflict at the time.

A victim of criminal police aggression “still can be released on 
bail  and has plenty of  opportunities to protest  the illegal  entry 
through the court system” – that is, the same court system that 
has conferred its unconditional benediction on criminal violence 
by  the  police.  This  assumes,  of  course,  that  the  Mundane 
survives the initial encounter.

Note how the court assumes – correctly, in my view – that an 
unlawful  arrest  is  the  all-but-inevitable  product  of  an  unlawful 
police incursion. This tacitly recognizes that the right to resist an 
unwarranted  search  is  derivative  of  the  common law right  to 
resist unlawful arrest.

A similar case explicitly dealing with the right to resist unlawful 
arrest  (People v. Moreno) is working its way through the bowels 
of  the  judicial  system in  neighboring  Michigan,  and  will  most 
likely  result  in  another  decision  pulled  from  the  emunctory 
aperture of a robe-wearing sophist on the state Supreme Court. 
A state appeals court in Michigan has observed that “we find no 
reference to the lawfulness of the arrest or detaining act” in the 
state’s  statute dealing with  resisting arrest,  which “states only 
that an individual who resists a person the individual knows or 
has reason to know is performing his duties is guilty of a felony.”

In a 2004 ruling (People v. Ventura) dealing with a self-defense 
claim against  an unlawful  arrest,  the  same Michigan Court  of 
Appeals, in prose laden with disingenuous mock humility, wrote 
that  “it  is  not  within  our  province  to  disturb  our  Legislature’s 
obvious affirmative choice to modify the traditional common-law 
rule that a person may resist an unlawful arrest.” Actually, that 
modification came about because the state judiciary begged the 
legislature  to  change  the  state  code  to  eliminate  statutory 
protection  for  the  long-established  individual  right  to  resist 
unlawful arrest.

In  a  1999  ruling  (People  v.  Wess),  the  Michigan  Court  of 
Appeals, citing the state legal code, admitted that citizens had a 
right,  explicitly  protected  by  state  statute,  “to  use  such 
reasonable  force  as  is  necessary  to  prevent  an  illegal 
attachment and to  resist  an illegal  arrest.”  In the dicta  of  that 
ruling the court pleaded with the legislature to change the law:

“We share the concerns of  other  jurisdictions that  the right  to 
resist an illegal arrest is an outmoded and dangerous doctrine, 
and we urge our Supreme Court to reconsider this doctrine at 
the first available opportunity . . . we see no benefit to continuing 
the right to resist an otherwise peaceful arrest made by a law 
enforcement officer,  merely because the arrestee believes the 
arrest is illegal. Given modern procedural safeguards for criminal 
defendants,  the `right’ only preserves the possibility that harm 
will come to the arresting officer or the defendant.” Of course, the 
requirement  that  a  police  officer  obtain  a  warrant  is  the  only 
“procedural safeguard” that matters – and it’s the one effectively 
disposed of once the court authorizes police to invade a home 
on a whim.

In 2002,  the Michigan state legislature complied  by modifying 
the  relevant  section  of  the  state  code  (MCL  705.81d)  by 
removing the clause recognizing the common law right to “use 
such reasonable force as is necessary to prevent” an unlawful 
arrest (that is, an armed kidnapping) by a police officer.

In the interests of brevity, these rulings should be consolidated 
under the name “Rapist Doctrine,” in recognition of the fact that 
are pseudo-scholarly  versions of  the advice once urged upon 
women enduring sexual assault: Don’t resist – it will only make 
things worse.

"Remember that there is no such dichotomy as 'human rights' 
versus  'property  rights.'  No  human  rights  can  exist  without 
property rights. Since material goods are produced by the mind 
and effort  of  individual  men,  and are  needed to  sustain  their 
lives, if  the producer does not own the result  of  his effort,  he 
does not own his life. To deny property rights means to turn men 
into property owned by the state. Whoever claims the 'right' to 
'redistribute' the wealth produced by others is claiming the 'right' 
to treat human beings as chattel."
– Ayn Rand
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In fact,  the ink had barely dried on the legislation before said 
chortle  erupted from the  TSA’s  website.  "Blogger  Bob"  of  the 
"TSA Blog Team" smugly opined, " . . . the Supremacy Clause of 
the U.S. Constitution (Article. VI. Clause 2) prevents states from 
regulating the federal government." The irony was so staggering 
you didn’t  need to be a Constitutionalist  to savor it:  here’s an 
agency that long ago trashed the First, Second, Fourth, and Fifth 
Amendments shamelessly citing another part of  the document 
for  salvation  –  all  while  ignoring  the  Ninth  and  Tenth 
Amendments!  Heck,  the  TSA  deserves  obliteration  for  this 
travesty alone.

Texas’ House had more sense than the "TSA Blog Team" – but 
then, so does woodwork. It passed Simpson’s legislation on to 
the Senate; Dan Patrick (R-Houston) sponsored it there. It would 
have come to a vote this week and likely graduated to law – 
except that two of the TSA’s head thugs "visited Patrick at the 
Capitol . . . to discuss the legislation. They warned him that the 
legislation ‘could close down all the airports in Texas,’ he said." 
Dan "ang[rily]" called these "heavy handed threats." Bingo! How 
refreshing to hear a ruler call it like it is!

But  that  wasn’t  all.  The  TSA hasn’t  a  scintilla  of  finesse  or 
delicacy:  it  never  settles  for  a  fly-swatter  when  it  can  fire  a 
battery  of  cannon  instead.  "After  [the  thugs’]  departure,  U.S. 
Attorney John E. Murphy sent a letter to Speaker of the House 
Joe Straus and Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst  saying the bill  would 
‘conflict directly with federal law’ and that if it became law, ‘TSA 
would likely be required to cancel any flight or series of flights for 
which it  could not ensure the safety of  passengers and crew’ 
until the agency could seek a court order stopping the measure 
from being carried out."

That spooked some of the senators: apparently, the politician in 
a  guy supersedes the Texan.  "Sen.  Juan ‘Chuy’ Hinojosa,  D-
McAllen, who voted for the bill in committee, said he still agreed 
with  Patrick’s  intent  but  could  not  vote for  the  bill  because it 
preempts federal law." Ummmm, Juan? That was the point, you 
moron.

"Realizing he ultimately did not have the votes, Patrick decided 
to withdraw the bill" – but catch his parting shot: "There was a 
time in this state, there was a time in our history, where we stood 
up to the federal government and we did not cower to rules and 
policies that invaded the privacy of Texans." Whoa! Is this dude 
Ron Paul’s protege or what?

Please  God,  that  time  will  come  again.  Meanwhile,  Dave 
Simpson accurately analyzed the blackmail:  "They’re  basically 
saying, unless you allow us to grope your genitals, you can’t fly." 
And  then  he  vaulted  for  heroism  with  Dan  Patrick:  "I  hope 
Texans  would say come and show us  the law .  .  .  This  is  a 
Gonzales moment. ‘Come and take it.’"

YES!!!!!!

Becky Akers writes primarily about the American Revolution.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

"The FBI accused the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 
of  incompetence.  The  ATF's  law  enforcement  mission  is 
ambiguous at best. After all,  the Founding Fathers considered 
alcohol,  tobacco  and  firearms  three  of  the  four  basic  food 
groups.
– Argus Hamilton
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Pick your period – Texas’ Revolution with its inspiring cries of 
"Come and take it!" at Gonzales and "Remember the Alamo!" or 
the War of Northern Aggression that Lincoln prosecuted against 
states’  rights  –  and  tell  me  the  Transportation  Security 
Administration (TSA) isn’t setting us up for a replay.

"A  threat  from  the  federal  government  to  shut  down  Texas 
airports  or  cancel  flights  may have killed  legislation … in  the 
Texas Capitol to prohibit federal Transportation Security Agents 
from conducting ‘invasive searches,’" the Texas Tribune reports. 

You remember this bill. You no doubt cheered when you heard 
that Rep. David Simpson, a Republican from Longview, TX, had 
introduced it in the state’s House a few weeks ago. It would have 
"subject[ed] federal employees, including TSA agents, to a Class 
A misdemeanor if  they inappropriately touch someone seeking 
access to a public building or means of transportation, or if they 
search an individual without probable cause of criminal activity." 
Joy erupted nationwide, not just across the half of it that’s Texas, 
at  the thought of  the TSA’s criminals finally being arrested as 
such.

Unfortunately, the bill suffered serious flaws. Even folks friendly 
to its intent criticized its wording. And Dave himself unwittingly 
personifies those flaws: "The safeguards instituted in the wake of 
a national  tragedy to protect us from terrorists have somehow 
been transformed from prudent caution to ridiculous excess," he 
alleged, falling neatly into the TSA’s trap.

Yo,  Dave,  a  quick  lesson  on  the  State:  the  TSA  was  not 
"instituted . . . to protect us from terrorists," OK? It was instituted 
to  subject  us to  tyranny,  though I  grant  you,  the excuse was 
protecting us from terrorists.

In  reality,  the  TSA  made  lots  of  work  for  the  otherwise 
unemployable. Which gratified labor unions – and the Democrats 
whooping it  up alongside them: since the TSA’s slugs are five 
short of a six-pack in both intellect and morals, lots of new dues 
and votes would eventually come their way.

Republicans benefitted immensely, too. Its liars blamed 9/11 on 
non-existent "private" screening (which the FAA controlled then 
as completely and disastrously as the TSA does now).  And it 
worked: the country was too distracted learning the new rules for 
navigating  checkpoints  in  bare  feet  to  notice  the  startling 
discrepancies,  contradictions,  and  outright  holes  in  the  Bush 
Administration’s explanation of the attack. Indeed, it worked so 
very well that those sociopaths won a second term.

That’s why we who foot the bills  for  the police-state that  9/11 
solidified  speak  of  "exploiting  the  national  tragedy,"  not 
"instituting  safeguards  in  its  wake."  And  yep,  an  entity  evil 
enough to capitalize on the slaughter of  3000 people must be 
abolished – exterminated, gutted, drawn and quartered, with a 
stake  driven  through  its  heart  (metaphorically  speaking,  of 
course: the TSA has proved over and over again it has no heart). 
We cannot stop the beast otherwise. Certainly laws like Dave’s 
won’t do more than give it a good chortle.

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

“The  world  is  a  dangerous  place  to  live,  not  because  of  the 
people who are evil, but because of the people who do nothing 
about them.”
– Albert Einstein

The TSA and Texas
by Becky Akers [ libertatem@aol.com  ]

26 May 2011
lewrockwell.com/akers/akers155.html 
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Administrivia
by Mike Blessing, Editor and Publisher

If you have news, interesting stories, op-ed pieces, a letter 
to the editor, or timely information that you think belongs in 
the newsletter, please send it along. I can be contacted at 
505-515-7015,  or  just  send  it  to  email  address 
mikewb1971@gmail.com.

When sending your submission as an MS Word (or Open 
Office Text) file, send it single-spaced in 9-pt Arial – like 
this is. Margins should be half-inch (0.5”) around, with no 
headers  or  footers.  If  you send it  in  a  text-only  format, 
make it  clear  to  me if  you want  anything in  bold type, 
underlined,  in italics, struck-through,  different  colors, etc. 
I’m  not  telepathic  here,  so  help  me  out.  And  NO 
Wordperfect files, NO .docx files – I can't open those.

Graphics  (pictures,  cartoons,  etc.)  –  send  the  highest 
quality  graphics  you  can  –  email  them  to  me  at  the 
address above, and I’ll do what I can to get them in the 
next issue. In particular, what I want are pictures of YOU 
the LPNM members, either at LPNM-sponsored events or 
at  other  peoples'  events.  Submission deadline  for  each 
issue – midnight, third Tuesday of the month.

Articles
As for writing your article, It should be concise (no longer 
than  a  full  page)  and  topical.  A  bit  of  humor  helps, 
especially for op-ed pieces. What I'm really looking for in 
the way of articles is what's going on in the LPNM – what 
YOU the membership are up to in spreading the message. 
For example, an article about the stupidity,  insanity and 
evil  of the UN might get put in, depending on available 
space  and  the  quality  of  the  article.  A group  of  LPNM 
members counter-protesting the raising of  a UN flag by 
the city council WILL get put in, and probably will get first 
priority.

Editorial Viewpoint
The basis  for  libertarian thought  is  the Non–Aggression 
Principle [ZAP] –

A  libertarian  is  someone  who  believes  that  no 
human  being  has  the  right  –  under  any 
circumstances  –  to  initiate  force  against  another 
human  being,  nor  to  threaten  or  delegate  its 
initiation.

New  Mexico  Liberty  holds  that  Libertarian  candidates, 
officeholders or appointed spokespersons at all levels of 
government  or the Party should refrain  from advocating 
new  or  more  restrictive  laws,  new  or  more  expensive 
spending  programs,  or  new  or  higher  taxes.  To 
paraphrase  from  the  medical  profession,  “First,  do  no 
harm.”

Submissions Policy
The editor reserves the right to refuse service to anyone 
for  any reason.  The editor  will  most  often be  willing to 
explain any such reasons. Appeals of the editor's refusal 
to  post  an  advertisement,  article,  letter  to  editor,  or 
anything else can be made to the LPNM's State Chair, 
Central Committee and/or Judicial Council. 

Copyright
Copyright  ©  2011,  Libertarian Party  of  New Mexico.  All 
rights  reserved.  Permission  is  explicitly  granted  for 
subscribers  to  recopy  New  Mexico  Liberty  for  non-
commercial purposes, specifically as use as an outreach 
tool. Use your imagination here.

Subscriptions and Correspondence
New Mexico Liberty  will  be posted  to  the web,  in  PDF 
format, to various locations – 

groups.yahoo.com/group/nmliberty/files/

tinyurl.com/4zfy482

Advertising in New Mexico Liberty
Current rates for year-long spots

Business card Ø10.00

Rates are subject to change at the discretion of the editor. 
The editor will do his best to make any such changes only 
when absolutely necessary.

Ø – The symbol for Federal Reserve Note(s), as used by 
Boston T. Party in his books. In plain-text message traffic 
(such as email), the acronym “FRN” will be used by the 
editor.  See  javelinpress.com for  more  information.  Also 
see  the  Wikipedia  page  for  “Federal  Reserve  Note”  – 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Federal_Reserve_Note.

THE LPNM OFFICIAL WEBSITE – lpnm.us 
LPNM OFFICIAL MAILING ADDRESS

AND PHONE NUMBER
918 Ivory Road SE

Rio Rancho, NM 87124
505-288-4228

THE UNANIMOUS CONSENT CHALLENGE
CASH Ø10,000 PRIZE

To  the  first  person  to  write  a  logical  and  documented 
essay showing one of the following to be compatible with 
the Declaration of Independence:

Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890
Pure Food and Drug Act of 1906

Federal Communications Act of 1934
National Firearms Act of 1934

Banking Act of 1935
The Internal Revenue Code

Controlled Substances Act of 1970
RICO Act of 1970

Federal Elections Act of 1970
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974

Plumbing Products Efficiency Act of 1992
Anti-Money Laundering Act of 1992

USA PATRIOT Act of 2001
Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002

This challenge is also on the web at tinyurl.com/hn982 

To claim your prize, contact
Mike Blessing at 505-515-7015 or

send an email to mikewb1971@gmail.com
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LPNM Central Committee
Chair
Mike Blessing – 505-515-7015 / lpnm.chair@gmail.com

Vice Chair
Elisheva Levin – 575-773-4209 / elisheva@unm.edu 

Secretary
Ron Bjornstad – 505-891-4541 / rbjornstad@earthlink.net

Treasurer – Michael Simpson
505-999-9954 / michael.p.simpson@gmail.com 

District 1 Representative
John Pfersich – 505-850-9732 / jpfersich@gmail.com

District 2 Representative
Bruce Levin – 575-773-4209 / bllevin@spinn.net 

District 3 Representative
Allen Cogbill – 505-216-1611 / acogbill@geopotential.com

At-Large Representative, Seat A
Elke Mikaelian

At-Large Representative, Seat B – VACANT

At-Large Representative, Seat C – VACANT

At-Large Representative, Seat D – VACANT

At-Large Representative, Seat E – VACANT

Membership Coordinator
Ron Bjornstad – 505-288-4228 / rbjornstad@earthlink.net

Press Secretary
Bill Koehler – 505-264-0835 / bkoehler8@comcast.net

Media Director – VACANT

Campus Contacts
Central New Mexico Community College [CNM]
tinyurl.com/cnm-lpnm
Mike Blessing – 505-515-7015 / cnmliberty@gmail.com

Eastern New Mexico University (Portales) – VACANT

New Mexico Highlands University (Las Vegas) – VACANT

New Mexico State University (Las Cruces) – VACANT

New Mexico Tech (Socorro) – VACANT

University of New Mexico (Various Campuses) – VACANT

Western New Mexico University (Silver City) – VACANT

Libertarian National Committee
For the full list, see this page – lp.org/leadership 

Region 4 Representative
Norman Olsen – 303-277-9967 / Norman.Olsen@lp.org 

Region 4 Alternate
Don Wills – Don.Wills@lp.org 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

"But  I  will  accept  and  rules  that  you  feel  necessary  to  your 
freedom. I am free, no matter what rules surround me. If I find 
them tolerable,  I  tolerate them; if  I  find them too obnoxious, I 
break them. I am free because I know that I alone and morally 
responsible for everything I do."
– Robert A. Heinlein

County Contacts
Bernalillo – lpnm.us/bernalillo
Mike Blessing – 505-515-7015 / lpbcnm@gmail.com 

Catron
Bruce & Elisheva Levin (Organizing Committee)

Chaves – VACANT

Cibola – VACANT

Colfax – VACANT

Curry – VACANT

De Baca – VACANT

Doña Ana – lpnm.us/dona-ana 
John Ennis – 575-571-6881 / johnennis2@gmail.com 

Eddy – VACANT

Grant – VACANT

Guadalupe – VACANT

Harding – VACANT

Hidalgo – VACANT

Lea
Christina Groth – 575-397-9366

Lincoln
Richard Obergfell – 575-378-8025 / lplcnm@valornet.com

Los Alamos
Allen Cogbill – 505-216-1611 / acogbill@geopotential.com

Luna
Marilyn Steffen – 575-936-6843 / b_lamont5@hotmail.com 

McKinley – VACANT

Mora – VACANT

Otero – lpnm.us/otero – VACANT

Quay – VACANT

Rio Arriba – VACANT

Roosevelt
Ken Sanders – 505-749-2085

San Juan
Gary Wood – zang5775@msn.com

San Miguel – VACANT

Sandoval
Ron Bjornstad – 505-288-4228 / rbjornstad@earthlink.net

Santa Fe – VACANT

Sierra – VACANT

Socorro – VACANT

Taos – VACANT

Torrance – VACANT

Union – VACANT

Valencia – VACANT

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

"What is ominous is the ease with which some people go from 
saying  that  they  don't  like  something  to  saying  that  the 
government should forbid it. When you go down that road, don't 
expect freedom to survive very long."
– Thomas Sowell
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Libertarian Party of New Mexico
Enrollment / Renewal / Donation Coupon

(Please print in all areas)

Name ___________________________________ Address ____________________________________

City ___________________________ State ________ Zip ______________ Phone _______________

Email _______________________ Employer ____________________ Occupation _________________

[  ]  I am registered to vote as “Libertarian” in the State of New Mexico and wish to [ ] join or [ ]  renew as a 
caucus member. I am paying $25 annual dues. I will receive a one year (12 issues) subscription to the LPNM 
state newsletter “New Mexico Liberty” (the national “LP NEWS” IS NOT included) and I will have delegate 
status at state conventions.  I certify that I do not advocate the initiation of force to achieve political or 
social goals.

Signed _____________________________________________

[  ] I am not registered to vote as “Libertarian” in the State of New Mexico and/or [ ] I do not wish to sign the 
statement opposing the initiation of force to achieve social or political goals. I am paying $25.00 for a one year  
(12 issues) subscription to the LPNM state newsletter  New Mexico Liberty (the national  LP News is  NOT 
included). I understand that I will receive no other benefits.

[  ] I am making a DONATION to the LPNM in the amount of $ ________ to be applied as follows:

$_____ General Fund $_____ Chairman's Fund $_____ Major Player Fund $_____ Win One Fund

TOTAL of DUES or SUBSCRIPTION plus DONATION $_________ to be paid as follows:

[  ] by enclosed CHECK payable to “LPNM” (Sorry, we cannot accept corporate checks)

[  ] by CREDIT CARD (circle one): VISA / MASTERCARD

Number: __ __ __ __-__ __ __ __-__ __ __ __-__ __ __ __ Expires: ____/____

Signature: _____________________________________________

Government mandated notices:

● The US Postal Service requires us to notify you that the annual New Mexico Liberty subscription 
cost is included in your LPNM membership dues of $25.00.

● The Internal Revenue Service requires us to print “political contributions are not tax deductible” on 
all fundraising appeals.

● The Federal  Election Commission requires us to ask for  the employer and occupation of  each 
individual whose contributions aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year.

The preceding notices alone should be enough reason to join the Libertarian Party,  the only political party 
working to increase your freedom.

COPY OR PRINT, FILL OUT, AND SEND TO:

LPNM c/o Ron Bjornstad
918 IVORY RD SE

RIO RANCHO NM 87124
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